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In solving a statistical problem on curve fitting it was required to determine f(m) so that for n > fim) all eigenvalues of W would be less than 1. It is proved, after calcu- In solving a statistical problem involving the fitting of polynomial curves of degree 777 to 77 > 777 points, for increasing m and n, it was required [4] to find a function fim), such that, whenever 77 > fim), the eigenvalues pk of M = »V-1 would all be less than 1. We evaluate wm = det Wm in Section 2 as m 0-3) wm = det lVm = fcm fi (» + *-/>.
where hm is the determinant of the Hilbert matrix Hm, and we obtain close estimates for hm. In Section 3 we factor Wm as a product of easily invertible matrices of which only diagonal matrices involve 77, and we also explicitly invert Wm and Hm. In Section 4 we estimate the trace of M = W-1 and find that the function (1.4) /{m) = (13m2 -5)/8 suffices for powers oX M to converge when 77 > f(m).
As a by-product of this investigation, we find in Section 5 that the divergent asymptotic series B(x) with Bernoulli number coefficients
related to the Laplace transform of x coth x -1, has the convergent continued fraction expansion (1.6) B(x) |1 + 1/2 + 11/2 + 1/3 + 11/3 + 1/4 + In fact, 5(1/12) = it2 -9.865 is given with error < 2 x 10-12 by the sixth convergent of this continued fraction.
2. The Determinants. Since S0(n) = n and 77(71 + l)/2 divides Sk(n) for k > 0, it follows directly that wm = det Wm has the algebraic factor 77m(77 + l)m_1. For r < 777, (77 -r)m~r is also an algebraic factor of wm, since the matrix Wm(n) has rank r and nullity 777-7-, when n -r for r = 1, 2,. . . , m -1. Since the polynomials Sp(ri) axe generated by the function
we see from the identity
Hence, wm has the algebraic factor (77 + 1 + r)m_1_r. We have found tt72 linear functions of 77 as factors of the polynomial wm(n) which is of degree t?72 in n. The remaining factor is the determinant of the leading coefficients l/(/ + / -1), namely the determinant hm of the ill-conditioned Hilbert matrix Hm of order m [5] , [7] . This proves Eq. The following theorem gives a close approximation for hm. (2,o) ln" = j; £"££ e-^=j;(e-<-e-»>-t hen ln(7Tm/2) and its limit ln(7r/2) are expressible as ln(7Tm/2) = rV' -2e~2t + 2e~3t -2e-2mf + e-(^ + i)t)t-i d{ (2.11) J°= r(e-f-e-(2m Since the diagonal sign matrix E commutes with P and Q but transforms T and TT into their inverses, (3.14) (AWAT)~i =ETTQTTTTP-lE = EBE and (3.9) is proved. Equation (3.12) provides a simple method for inverting the Hilbert matrix H. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
To conserve space in displaying the symmetric matrices Mm(ri) = Wm (n) we show the upper half of M3 and the lower half of M4. Proof. By the general theory of continued fractions [2] , [9] , if a formal power series (5.9) with arbitrary coefficients B2k is expanded into continued fractions of the form 
